Single-electron circuits of the future, consisting of a network of quantum dots, will require a mechanism to transport electrons from one functional part to another. For example, in a quantum computer [1] decoherence and circuit complexity can be reduced by separating qubit manipulation from measurement and by providing some means to transport electrons from one to the other. [2] Tunnelling between neighbouring dots has been demonstrated [3, 4] with great control, and the manipulation of electrons in single and double-dot systems is advancing rapidly. [5][6] [7] [8] For distances greater than a few hundred nanometres neither free propagation nor tunnelling are viable whilst maintaining confinement of single electrons. Here we show how a single electron may be captured in a surface acoustic wave minimum and transferred from one quantum dot to a second unoccupied dot along a long empty channel. The transfer direction may be reversed and the same electron moved back and forth over sixty times without error, a cumulative distance of 0.25 mm. Such on-chip transfer extends communication between quantum dots to a range that may allow the integration of discrete quantum information-processing components and devices.
Single-electron circuits of the future, consisting of a network of quantum dots, will require a mechanism to transport electrons from one functional part to another. For example, in a quantum computer[1] decoherence and circuit complexity can be reduced by separating qubit manipulation from measurement and by providing some means to transport electrons from one to the other.
[2] Tunnelling between neighbouring dots has been demonstrated [3, 4] with great control, and the manipulation of electrons in single and double-dot systems is advancing rapidly. [5] [6] [7] [8] For distances greater than a few hundred nanometres neither free propagation nor tunnelling are viable whilst maintaining confinement of single electrons. Here we show how a single electron may be captured in a surface acoustic wave minimum and transferred from one quantum dot to a second unoccupied dot along a long empty channel. The transfer direction may be reversed and the same electron moved back and forth over sixty times without error, a cumulative distance of 0.25 mm. Such on-chip transfer extends communication between quantum dots to a range that may allow the integration of discrete quantum information-processing components and devices.
Our device consists of two quantum dots (QDs) connected by a long channel, as shown in Fig. 1a . Negative voltages applied to patterned metal surface gates deplete a two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) that lies 90 nm below the surface. The voltages are chosen so that the potential of the system is above the Fermi energy, and in thermal equilibrium the dots and channel contain no electrons.
The QDs are adjusted by the two plunger and barrier gates. The plunger raises and lowers the dot while the barrier controls the degree of isolation between the dot and the neighbouring reservoir. The charge in each QD is detected by its effect on the conductance of high resistance constrictions [9] on the other side of a narrow "separation" gate. A single electron can be initialised in one QD (Fig. 1b(iv) ), and then transferred at will to the other QD using a short burst of surface-acoustic-waves (SAWs). In a piezoelectric material (like GaAs) SAWs create a moving potential modulation which can trap and transport electrons. The transferred electron can be returned using a second SAW pulse travelling from the opposite direction giving two-way transfer.
Initialisation of the dots is shown schematically in * Current address: National Physical Laboratory, Hampton Rd, Teddington, Middlesex, TW11 0LW, United Kingdom. Fig. 1b . To set up an occupied left dot (LQD), the left barrier (LB) and plunger (LP) gates are lowered to fill LQD (i), LB is then raised to isolate LQD from the reservoir (ii) and LP raised to selectively depopulate the dot leaving one electron (iii), or more if desired (see Fig. S1 ). LB and LP can then be stepped to their final voltages (iv). The dot now contains a chosen number of electrons held close to, but below, the channel potential. An empty dot is initialised in a similar way but with the plunger being raised first (Fig. 1b(v-viii) ). The final voltages for both the empty and occupied QDs (iv/viii) are the same and thus detector conductance indicates the number of electrons in each dot (see supplementary information).
On-demand depopulation of an initialised QD is achieved by a brief SAW pulse. Applying a microwave signal to the left transducer generates a SAW. The accompanying potential modulation, moving at 2870 ms −1 , captures the electron from LQD and transfers it in 1.4 ns to RQD. Figure 1c(i) shows the conductance of the left and right detectors for an occupied LQD (1e) and an unoccupied RQD (0e) when a SAW pulse (300 ns long) is sent from the left (SAW(L)). The transfer of charge is shown by the simultaneous step change in conductance of the detectors.
During the SAW pulse sequences the QDs are not simply exchanging electrons with their neighbouring reservoirs (counter to the SAW propagation direction) since for the control case, with an empty starting dot, no change in the detector conductance is seen (Fig. 1c(ii) ). Another possibility is a "Newton's cradle" arrangement where an electron from one dot moves into the channel, causing a series of electrons in traps along the channel to shuffle up, ejecting the last electron into the second dot. However, the SAW amplitude is 2.5 times greater than that at which electrons are caught in the channel and so there are no electrons to be "shuffled along". Thus in Fig. 1c (i) a single electron is being transferred between the dots.
The two transducers allow for bidirectional transfer between the QDs and single electrons (or pairs) can be "batted" backwards and forwards in a game of "ping-pong", with rallies of tens to hundreds of cycles. Figure. 1d is an example of such a single-electron rally. Both QDs are emptied before A, and six control pulses (three SAW(L)-SAW(R) pairs) show the system to be empty. At B an electron is loaded into LQD. The electron is then sent back and forth by ten alternate SAW pulses (five pairs) until at C the RQD barrier is partially lowered and a "clearing" pulse removes the electron from the channelin this case to the right reservoir but potentially into the next section of a QD circuit. The small step in the right 
LQD holds one electron (1e) RQD empty (0e) detector signal ( †) is a random switching event near the detector. It is not coincident with the SAW pulse but occurs 50 ms later. No further electron movement is seen in the subsequent ten pulses. In this device rallies of over 60 pulses were possible with a single electron going back and forth between the QDs. A run of 35 transfers is shown in Fig. 2a with the statistics of the wider data set in Fig. 2b . Rallies are broken when the transfer fails, which occurred in one of two ways. Occasionally depopulation of the starting dot fails (F) (see Fig. 2b ), in which case no electron arrives in the second dot. The chances of this can be reduced by raising the starting dot, towards the channel potential, or by increasing the SAW amplitude, although larger SAWs can pose problems, e.g. lifting the transferred electron over the barrier of the second dot. Given successful depopulation, the transfer may still fail if the electron becomes trapped in the channel (T). This type of failure was more common with pulses from the weaker right transducer and examples can be seen in Fig. 2a , (marked T). Here a SAW(R) pulse fails to transfer the electron all the way to LQD, leaving it trapped in the channel. However, the next pulse from the other transducer recovers this electron, returning it to RQD. The lower probabilities of recovery (R) compared with transfer (S) indicate that electrons trapped in the channel may relax deeper into impurity traps than electrons that are carried through in SAW minima. This second type of error can also occur in another way (X), described later, though this can be eliminated by lowering the potential in the second dot.
A third error mechanism (E) is the arrival of an additional electron, which is then transferred with the initial electron. Electrons are seen to enter the system during pulses from the right transducer which may have been caused or exacerbated by adjusting RQD before the SAW(R) pulses. No electrons appeared in the system during SAW(L) pulses. Increasing the isolation of the QDs and the channel from the surrounding reservoirs will reduce this. In none of the traces is the electron seen to leave the system (L).
The ability of the SAW to transport electrons depends on the SAW amplitude relative to the potential. [10, 11] Removing an electron from the starting dot requires a SAW of sufficient amplitude to overcome the sloping potential and lift the electron into the channel. If the SAW amplitude is too large, it will carry the electron over the far barrier and out of the second dot. Thus there is a practical limit to the SAW amplitude for a given barrier/plunger combination, and for small-amplitude SAWs the dot needs to be raised towards the channel potential. Figure 3b shows how depopulation of LQD changes with SAW power and plunger voltage (V LP ). The potential slope from LQD up to the channel decreases as V LP increases, allowing smaller-amplitude SAWs with a shallower gradient to lift electrons from the dot. Thus the onset of depopulation occurs along a diagonal line, between dashed lines in Fig. 3b and depopulation of the deeper dots requires larger amplitude SAWs.
The pulse width of the SAWs may be varied instead of the power. It has previously been shown [12] that a SAW can be used to modulate the barriers to an isolated dot causing population and depopulation of the dot in a probabilistic process that required many cycles to ensure > 50% probability of depopulation. Figure 3c shows how SAW pulse width, i.e. the number of attempts or SAW minima, affects depopulation of LQD.
Applied pulses are not reproduced exactly in the SAW pulses due to bandwidth limitations of the transducers, pulses longer than 14 ns should vary only in duration and not in peak amplitude. At 10.0 ns (27.7 cycles) the reduction in pulse amplitude due to transducer bandwidth is visible at the lower plunger voltages where electrons cannot be depopulated. By 12.6 ns (34.9 cycles), just ∼ 7 cycles more, depopulation is seen across almost the full range and, as expected, at 14.5 ns the SAW is able to remove electrons over the same range as pulses of much longer widths. From the rapid turn-on as the pulse width increases, with depopulation going from approximately zero to complete in just 12.5 cycles, we can say that once a sufficient SAW amplitude is reached, depopulation occurs during the first few (∼ 7) cycles of the pulse. Pulses applied to a transducer with a wider bandwidth (fewer fingers) would have shorter rise times, allowing this to be probed further.
This system also provides a method of investigating energy-loss mechanisms for electrons above the Fermi energy. As a SAW minimum transfers an electron, it lifts it over bumps in the potential, raising and lowering its potential energy as necessary. However, when the potential slope exceeds the maximum SAW gradient, confinement is lost and a "hot" electron escapes backwards towards the channel (Fig. 4a) . The energy at which this occurs depends on the underlying potential. Figure 4b shows how varying the right barrier voltage (V RB ) affects the escape probability and the initial energy of the escaping electron. An electron starts in RQD and a long (300 ns) SAW pulse is sent from the left. Electrons escaping the SAW potential at a low energy will remain in the dot (Z), at higher energies they will escape to the channel (Y) and at energies above the channel maximum, they will reach LQD (X). During a pulse an X or Y electron may be returned to RQD and "recycled", with its ultimate position (LQD/trap in channel/RQD) being determined during the last part of the SAW pulse as the amplitude drops. For V RB > −1.2 V, transfer to the channel is unlikely, with no electrons being transferred to LQD and the probability of staying in RQD (Z) > 90%. For V RB < −1.3 V the probability of leaving RQD (X or Y) increases to > 50% and the probability of escaping to LQD (X) reaches 25%. The open symbols are for a lower plunger voltage and show a reduced probability of trans- fer from RQD since RQD is now deeper. Electrons with a large excess energy rapidly lose energy by emitting an optical phonon (of energy 36 meV) in about 1 ps [13] , comparable to the time for the electron to cross one QD. Below 36 meV electrons can only emit acoustic phonons with typical energies ≤ 0.1 meV and they also emit these phonons more slowly. In the low-energy limit this is on a 100 ns timescale. [14] The addition of a gate across the centre of the channel, capable of being pulsed at high frequencies, would provide a method to investigate the emission of acoustic phonons by high-energy electrons.
This source of high-energy electrons may be of use in p-n junction devices as a way to controllably introduce single electrons into a region of holes as a single-photon source, [15] without requiring negatively charged gates in close proximity to the holes.
To be useful in a quantum information circuit the transfer of an electron must not decohere its spin state. Coherent transfer of a collection of spins has been demonstrated over 70 µm (for a particular wafer orientation) with the potential to extend this much further, [16] and coherent oscillations of charge have been shown over a sub-micron distance. [17] Fluctuations in the magnetic field created by nuclear spins (B Nuc ) are the main cause of dephasing in static QDs however in moving SAW quantum dots an electron samples many different local B Nuc fields spending only a brief time in each. The average B Nuc , and so dephasing, is reduced by three orders of magnitude due to the motion of the SAW (more details of dephasing mechanisms are given in supplementary information). It is therefore likely that coherent transfer of spins is achievable and dephasing will actually be suppressed during the transfer.
In an ideal QD network, with a perfectly smooth potential, an electron could simply be allowed to "roll" from an elevated starting dot down to the second dot. In practice, the potential is far from perfect and irregularities from the background potential would make this method of transfer highly unreliable. A pulse of surface acoustic waves, however, can be used to temporarily modulate the channel, assisting the transfer in a peristalsis-like movement, the amplitude of which can be tuned to the minimum required to overcome desired obstacles, allowing on-demand removal and delivery of single electrons between distant quantum dots in a manner that should be compatible with many of the quantum computing proposals based on electron spin states in semiconductors.
Methods: The 2DEG is formed at the interface of a GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure, before depletion, carrier density 1.6 × 10 11 cm −2 , mobility 1.8 × 10 6 cm 2 /V s. Device and transducers patterned by electron-beam lithography. All measurements done at 300 mK. RF signals are applied to the transducers with Agilent 8648D source (external modulation option). To prevent Bragg reflections transducers are of double-element design, [18] with 30 pairs of fingers. Detector circuits share a common source with ∼ 1 mV DC bias. In device B RQD was adjusted between capture and transfer positions to aid depopulation by the weaker SAW(R). This adjustment shifts the dot minimum relative to the right detector, making the return steps smaller. Gate setup time between traces was 2 − 8 s. Applied RF power in Fig. 1d is 10dBm (SAW(L)) and 18dBm (SAW(R)), attenuation from source to transducers 10 dB (SAW(L)), 20 − 30 dB (SAW(R)). Setting up QD and detector: Figure S1 illustrates the initialisation and characterisation of a quantum dot and its associated quantum point contact detector.
Adjusting detector with gate voltage: The detectors are set so that the detector conductance is on the steepest part of riser to the first 1D conduction plateau (∼ 20 − 30 µS in our devices). As the detectors are sensitive to both neighbouring charge on the dot and the gates, they must be adjusted when changing other gates to keep them in the sensitive region. Calibration of occupancy is done with plots like the step pyramid above (Fig. S1 ) and for a given gate tuning the expected step height produced by the arrival/departure of one or more electrons can be read from the step-pyramid plot. In Fig. S1 the detector conductance was tuned before each pair of traces but in general when plotting behaviour vs a range of final gate voltages, the detector voltages were adjusted by linear interpolation between empty calibration values at low and high gate voltages. In the transfer experiments the detector voltages have preset values which are fixed for the duration of the experiment.
Ensuring the channel is empty: Depletion of the channel is confirmed at the start of a set of measurements by sending a series of SAW pulses from the left or right transducer to sweep the channel. Any remaining electrons would appear in either RQD or LQD.
Power dependence: (Device B) At high and low powers Device B exhibited similar power-dependent behaviour to that of Fig. 3a , but at intermediate powers and plunger voltages electron transfer did not occur, probably due to an impurity in the static dot making the background potential steeper. However, the fidelity of the transfer process was not affected, with electrons either staying in the first dot or being transferred to the second.
Transducer bandwidth: The transducer bandwidth is the limiting bandwidth in the system. The geometry of the transducers sets a minimum rise-time of ∼ 11.6 ns during which the amplitude increases linearly, on top of the 2.1 ns rise time of the RF source, and a comparison of measured transducer bandwidth with a reflectionfree δ-function model [18] suggests that residual reflections under the transducers increase the rise time by less than 4%.
Suppressed dephasing of SAW-driven dot due to spin-orbit coupling and nuclear spins: Spin-orbit coupling occurs when an electron moves in an electric field. The random electric field due to the impurity potential causes random spin rotation as described by the D'yakanov-Perel' (DP) and Elliot-Yafet (EY) mechanisms but these are suppressed by the confinement in a quantum dot. [8] In a SAW-driven quantum dot similar confinement is provided by the SAW and channel potentials and so this suppression also occurs.
However, because the dot is moving (at the speed of sound), there will be additional contributions to the spin rotation.
• Bulk inversion asymmetry in the GaAs (Dresselhaus term) and structural inversion asymmetry due to the electric field at the heterointerface (Rashba term) cause a fixed rotation that can be predicted and allowed for.
• The electric field due to the impurity potential, which appears as a magnetic field to the moving charge. This random field is 50 times smaller than the electric field at the heterointerface and so its contribution to dephasing should be insignificant. Additionally the effect of this "impurity field" is reduced further by the fact that it is approximately symmetric with the potential sloping both up and down for each impurity leading to significant cancellation. Although it will not be predictable in advance this rotation will be fixed and so subsequent calibration will be possible.
• EY and DP apply in 2D as the electron makes a random walk through the system. The SAW and gate potentials in our device mean the path of an electron is not random, as demonstrated by reference [17] . A small random variation in the velocity occurs due to fluctuations in the position of the dot minimum. However, each electron transported through the channel will experience the same scattering potential and so this too should give a fixed rotation. If the device were made in an induced heterostructure then the background due to doping would be reduced.
• In gallium arsenide the ensemble of N nuclear spins encompassed by the electron wavefunction creates an effective magnetic field B Nuc (Overhauser field) in which the electron spin precesses, through the hyperfine interaction. If all nuclear spins were aligned, the field would be of order 5 T, but random alignment means the field is reduced by a factor √ N , where N is of order 10 6 to 10 7 for a dot diameter of 30-100 nm and height 20-30 nm. Fluctuations in B Nuc cause uncertainty in the precession rate of the electron giving dephasing on a timescale τ prec . In static (0D) dots much work has been done on reducing dephasing due to fluctuations in the nuclear bath. In 2D systems the hyperfine interaction has a much reduced effect as itinerant electron wavefunctions are spread over a larger number of nuclei. In a static dot the mean field is determined by O(10 6 ) nuclei whereas the field for a moving electron is that of all the nuclei it passes. Since fluctuations in the Overhauser field go as √ N the effective field is reduced by this motional narrowing [19] , and so the very act of transporting the electron will reduce the Overhauser-induced spin precession (and so dephasing). The dephasing time T 2 in a SAW-driven quantum dot can be shown to increase by a factor (τ prec × v SAW /d) where v SAW is the SAW velocity and d is the dot diameter. In our devices this factor would be 2000-7500, taking τ prec = 83 ns [8] . During transfer, dephasing by interaction with B Nuc will therefore be heavily suppressed probably to the extent that other dephasing mechanisms will be the limiting factor.
Adiabaticity of transport and capture by dynamic dot: An electron trapped in a SAW-driven quantum dot feels the SAW potential at all times, and energy moves between the SAW and the electron as the electron moves over a potential barrier-the SAW does work on the electron to increase its potential energy as it rises up the slope and the electron does work on the SAW as it moves down the other side. If the dot confinement is unchanged this process is adiabatic, i.e. the electron will stay in its ground state. Raising and lowering a dot such that the minimum of the potential does not change its position does not leave the electron in an excited state provided that the rate of change in the shape of the confinement potential is slow. This type of manipulation is done in many double-dot and single-dot electron-spin-resonance (ESR) experiments. [8] In a similar manner, a SAW-driven electron will move adiabatically along the channel whilst experiencing a fluctuating impurity potential provided the variation in confinement is slow. An electron in a SAW minimum that approaches a slope will slow briefly (experiencing a small change in momentum) at the base of the slope and will speed up briefly at the top. This can leave the electron in a partially excited state, and was the cause of the coherent charge oscillations seen in ref [17] , but for a sufficiently smooth transition it should be minimal.
A note on transducer screening: Pulsing the transducers separates the electromagnetic (EM) wave radiated by the transducers from the mechanical wave that generates the piezoelectric potential modulation. A short microwave pulse of a few GHz would be (for a suitable Zeeman spin-splitting) like an off-resonance electron-spin-resonance (ESR) pulse and there should be no net spin rotation. Since the mechanical SAW wave and the EM wave are separated in time it may be possible to use the EM wave as a source of microwave photons to drive ESR transitions in specific static dots (tuned with local magnetic fields [4, 20] -resonant B field ∼ 0.5 T) before the mechanical SAW arrives. However, this is not yet desirable and so our devices are screened by being in a cut-off waveguide. The free space EM wavelength is ∼ 10 cm and the device geometry allows it to be placed in a waveguide ∼ 1 − 2 mm across (cutoff frequency ∼ 60 GHz) so the free-space waves are heavily attenuated. The large transducer-device separation (1 mm) also means that screening of the transducers can be achieved with a closely positioned superconducting or normal metal screen above the transducers or device (or both) to limit the microwave power reaching the QDs.
